COVID-19 and
territorial scenarios

About this document
This document is meant to help decision-makers in the development planning
and public policy area understand how territorial scenarios can be used across
sectors to cope with COVID-19.
This is the second of a five-stage research series that represents the findings
and suggestions from our ongoing analysis and explorations to address the
unprecedented challenges that this pandemic is creating from our
professional practice angle.
We invite you to check our efforts at
www.geoadaptive.com/researchcovid-19
https://issuu.com/geo.adaptive/docs/geo
adaptive_escenarios
or visit our linkedin site
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Dwelling in uncertainty.
COVID-19 triggered a spike in uncertainty, surrounding every aspect of life. Under this context taking traditional approaches to
strategic planning becomes risky. The four levels of uncertainty and where COVID-19 stands.
The four levels of uncertainty and where COVID-19 stands.
1. A clear enough future

2. Alternative futures

A single forecast precise
enough for determining a
strategy.

A few discrete outcomes
that define the future.

3. A range of futures

4. True ambiguity

A range of possible
outcomes but no natural
scenarios.

A few discrete outcomes
that define the future.

Levels of
uncertainty

What can be
known?

Uncertainty level where
decision around Covid-19
take place.

Low uncertainty
Source: GeoAdaptive based on Harvard Business Review

High uncertainty
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COVID-19 generates uncertainty in different categories.
Strategic uncertainty involves potential trends or events that could have an impact on present, proposed, and even potential
development of countries.

Main categories of
strategic uncertainty

Economic
development

Industry

Human capital

Policy and
governance

Source: GeoAdaptive

Categories description

Some potential sources of strategic uncertainty
during COVID-19

Takes into account the uncertainties that
could jeopardize the economic
development of a country.

Timing for re-opening the economy, economic recovery, vaccine availability,
future waves of the virus, biosecurity measures, food security, remittances,
migration, productivity loss, tourism industry impacts, consumption and
investment reduction, supply chain breakdown.

Comprehends the operational, financial,
market condition, technology, policy and
regulations risks and industries might face.

Business interruption, supply issues, reduction in demand, technology
obsolescence, workforce skill sets, government subsidies, revised economic
policies, mergers and acquisitions. protectionist measurements, inadequate
customer support.

Considers the uncertainties linked to
human capital development (education,
health and basic services).

Education interruption, digital divide, reskilling, cost-containment measures
by enterprises, job transition and knowledge change, health system capacity,
virus reproduction rate.

Takes into account the uncertainties
related to monetary, fiscal policies.

Debt sustainability, corruption, currency depreciation, financial system
vulnerability, tax holidays, budgetary adjustments, social security
contributions, fiscal space, external finance.
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Recognizing alternative outcomes allows for
better decision making about the future.

Scenarios allow the simultaneous consideration of multiple
possible futures and the exploration of their consequences.
They are a critical tool in long-range planning, particularly
when compounding uncertainties and complex issues like

High
complexity

Deterministic models

Stochastic models and / or
scenario planning

Point estimates

Confidence ranges

COVID-19 where the utility of conventional statistical
forecasting techniques is limited.

Scenarios allow decision makers to be able to choose a more

Low
complexity

sustainable future for tomorrow through the consideration
of the long-term impacts of the actions they take today.
Low uncertainty

High complexity

Under high complexity and uncertainty, scenario planning
is the best suited approach

Source: GeoAdaptive based on P. Schoemaker (2008).
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Confronting uncertainty
and high complexity
during COVID-19.

Some examples of possible futures in the economic development category:
Economic shocks-scenarios
Possible path back to growth under COVID19

Future waves-scenarios
Possible wave of infections in the next 1824 months

Vaccine release-scenarios
Possible vaccine release in the next
18 months

2020

9 months

2021

12-18
months

There could be multiple possible
futures and multiple variables can
be considered in the construction
of scenarios.

2022-25

Source: HBR, Center for infectious disease research and
policy at University of Minnesota

18+ months
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The optimal combination:
Territorial scenarios.

COVID-19 impact has been asymmetrical at
the regional and local level.
Applying spatial analytical techniques allow to simulate the multiple effects that

Why scenarios provide useful tools to deal with COVID-19?

COVID-19 is causing in the economies. Scenario results are depicted using
advanced 3D visualization methods, while incorporating socio-economic
variables that are been affected by the pandemic, which can allow to:

To understand uncertainties about the future: environment,

Differentiated policy responses focused in the most vulnerable areas.

economy, health, population, and political dynamics.

Identification and support of vulnerable groups.

To understand the trajectory of a region’s growth and to identify

Identify the economic impact across regions, based on their exposure to

alternative development strategies.

tradable sectors, global value chains, and type of specialization and be able to
develop recovery plans.

To provide tools for action; helping to define what should be
prioritized as short, medium, and long-term objectives.

Develop coordination plans across regions.

To allow actors within a region to share their visions and

Public investment focalization.

establish guidelines for sustainable development during and post

Vertical coordination plans .

COVID-19.
Source: GeoAdaptive
.

Key steps to integrate territorial scenarios to
address COVID-19 across sectors.
Why scenarios provide useful tools to deal with COVID-19?

1

2
Identify driving
forces

Objective:
Define the most significant
factors that are collectively
expected to have the most
influence on the trajectory of
future conditions.

3
Determine key trends
and uncertainties

Objective:
Identify the trends that may
impact the country or region, to
understand the consequences
this variables can have in the
future.

4

Project plausible
scenarios
Objective:
Integration of plausible,
internally consistent and logical
assumption to intermediate and
extreme scenarios.

5
Identify possible
implications

Objective:
Understand the consequences and
implications of each scenario to be
able to provide basis for comparison
of plausible outcomes that will allow
the identification and prioritization of
measures needed to address a range
of possible future conditions.

Define response
and actions
Objective:
Quantify the anticipated impact
of COVID-19 to compare
outcomes to regional goals and
benchmarks that can help guide
more effective policy making.

Stakeholder engagement
Ensure wide range of participant expertise to develop more robust scenarios in the early phases of the process and
benefit from specialized local knowledge to understand the implications on resources in final scenario analysis.

For more information refer to Territorial Research Series on COVID-19 and Scenario Planning
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An example of the use of Territorial scenarios to cope with COVID-19 on SME and
Agriculture
During the pandemic, the value of territorial scenarios relating to economic engines, such as location of SMEs, agriculture production,
are key in order to evolve supply chain with the demands, in line with emergency regulation.

Identify driving
forces

Demographic
Infrastructure

Objective:
Propose inclusive
framework to
identify drivers of
the region.

Social condition
Economic condition
SMEs conditions
Health

1

Objective:
Provide an intuitive and
efficient key information
to evaluate main
constraints under
contingency.

3
Identify possible
implications

Spread rate
Vaccine availability
Education disruption
Market response
Financial system
vulnerability

Scenario 2U- Recovery

Scenario 3L- Recovery

Objective:
Evaluate to optimize
respective logistics to
identify unprecedented
supply and demand.

2

Determine key trends
and uncertainties

Scenario 1V- Recovery

Project plausible
scenarios

Objective:
Identify focal zones
anticipating ongoing
reconfiguration of
economic enabling
factors and determinants.

Source: GeoAdaptive adapted from Bangladesh Empowering Women SMEs Through Territorial Intelligence
project.
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5
Define response
and actions

Identification of
vulnerable
population

Objective:
Prioritize targeted
areas following
country’s initiatives.
Focalize
programs and
interventions

How can we help through territorial scenarios?
Territorial economic development analysis: Impact in value chains, sectors and industries:
We generate solutions than assess the effect of COVID-19 in commercial markets, production and export matrix. We do so by evaluating the productive
vulnerability in the supply chain and the effects in the short and long run, which allows us to generate recovery, resilience and coordinations plans to have
an impact in the most affected areas by the virus.
Social development analysis:
Territorial identification and targeting of vulnerable areas and groups susceptible to COVID-19 by observing the correlations in outbreaks areas, social
services status and attention thresholds for recovery scenarios. Among some of the key subjects we have conditional cash transfers, social programs that
support specific vulnerable groups (gender based), migration and cross-border dynamics.
Human capital analysis:
We identify current and prospective conditions in the territory of the focal areas with the most affected labor groups. To this end, a transition from the
labor force to niches and labor markets is studied and proposed through re-skilling, knowledge transfer and digitization.
Tourism analysis:
We analyse recovery scenarios and the corresponding segmentation of demand under each of them, re-positioning of the sector's infrastructure,
biosecurity standards and impact on income and taxation.
Cities infrastructure analysis:
Development of guidelines to support local planning and preparedness efforts based on data from epidemiological profiles, pockets of vulnerability and
mobility patterns in the city to employment sites (public and private transport). Predictive analyses of medical service limitations, identification of areas
requiring more support given the local levels of equipment and personnel in the health network.
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About GeoAdaptive

This deck captures insights on the ongoing research conducted by

GeoAdaptive is a global consulting and strategy firm in development

GeoAdaptive on the alternative to use territorial scenarios as an approach to

planning and analysis. It specializes in solving complex economic,

prepare economies dealing with the different implications-COVID-19 might

environmental, and social problems across a variety of industries and

have in different sectors.

scales using territorial intelligence approaches and technologies. By
integrating data location analysis, spatial econometrics, design and

Presentation 1: Using territorial intelligence to create adaptational
responses to COVID-19

planning, we create strategies for our clients worldwide, reducing their risk
and maximizing their opportunities for inclusive and sustainable growth.

Presentation 2: Covid-19 and Territorial Scenarios
Presentation 3: Covid-19: Tourism Sector Recovery Paths

http://www.geoadaptive.com/

Presentation 4: Covid-19 Economic Recovery, Human Capital and Digital

info@geoadaptive.com

Transformations
Presentation 5: Covid-19 Cities, Infrastructure and Environment

